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TDH Alsace

Money
laundry,
social
allowances
swindles,
smugglings of all kinds, 71
dead migrants found in a
truck, a syrian child lying
lifeless on a beach, migration
crisis, the welcome or not of
refugees, barbed wire at the
frontiers, urban violences,
pedophilia in an amusement
park, corruption, cheat of the
automotive industry... This is
a panel of the topics usually
covered by the TV news. Where
is our world going? What is the
essence of man?

with our partners and also
visiting them, everything being
done at their expense. The
diversity of our programs is a
real benefit for our association
as you can read it in this issue
: the schools in Haiti heading
towards self sufficiency, the
doctor De Geeter in Madagascar
assessing the feasibilitry of
cardiac surgery, the life of Sister
Barbot, the micro-credits, the
nursery school in Brazil now
under the responsability of
the municipality, the canteen
in Senegal in a few figures,
the north of
India suffering
from
the
earthquake in
Nepal, the visit
of our projects
in Perou, the
start of the
school year in Vietnam and last
but not least our local actions...

Where do we go ?
What is the essence of man ?
Can we find the strenght to
pursue our action against
injustices and give love and
hope to the children of our
projects ? To be committed just
for the sake of killing time and
easing our conscience? What
future do we want to shape?
For not giving up I get alone,
dream and hear the shouts of
joy of the children met during
my trips. I see again the smiles
full of hope of the mum’s. I
imagine all the people who
can enjoy a decent life thanks
to our projects. I close my eyes
and feel through my body this
strange thing called love of
neighbour.
The persons in charge of our
association closely follow the
different projects interacting
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Even if it is not always easy and
obvious we can be proud of our
achievements and altogether
will unrelently pursue our
action and keep alive this
beautiful flame of hope, love,
sharing and solidarity.
THANKS for your support!
Simon Rey

www.terredeshommes-alsace.com
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zoom on...

17th edition solidarity walk

at Muespach-le-Haut
20th september 2015
The 40 volunteers and 11 teenagers of the
youth group are delighted to announce the
proceeds of the event correspond to more than
26'000 meals or the yearly sponsorship of 29
children. 360 walkers, nearly 300 meals served,
an attractive raffle and an enormous success
of our handycrafts coming from our different
projects, the whole in a peaceful atmosphere
with many great encounters and first contacts
which will undoubtedly lead to new sponsorship
commitments.
The next edition: Sunday 25th September 2016 !
Simon Rey

DISHES, KNICK-KNACKS, TOYS YOU
DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH ?

We are interested !
We have noticed that our clients for second-hand
clothes are also looking for dishes, knick-knacks, toys
and household electric appliances.
We wish to better meet this demand and ask you for
your support.

Beside the clothes, shoes, baby equipments and linen
in good shape our team at Rixheim is also ready to
receive dishes, knick-knacks, and household electric
appliances, which quite often are stored in your
cupboards in duplicate or even in triplicate. Toys are
also welcomed.
As all those items can’t be discarded into the containers,
we invite you to leave them at the following dropping
points :

•

11 rue de Petit Landau, Rixheim : every Tuesday
from 12h00 to 16h30 or the first Saturday of each
month from 8h00 to 11h00

•

Danielle Grumet, 16 Grand-Rue Rixheim upon
prior agreement (tel. 03 89 64 07 49)

Danielle Grumet
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zoom sur...

Local action

the collected clothes were delivered to our selling spot in Rixheim

It was in October 2014 ...
... that Terre des Hommes Alsace was approached by
the Department Head of the Educational Action Centre
of Mulhouse for a partnership request.
The project of the education team was to make the girls
aware of the issues around the water and its pollution
in the world. The teachers needed photos showing
what does access to water mean for young people all
over the world.
The girls discovered with astonishment that in France

As an example at Madagascar very
few homes have access to edible
water and the children are often
given the task to fetch this valuable
liquid far from home
each person consumes in average 165 litres of water
every day, a flush 10 to 12 litres and a shower as much
as 80 litres. As an example at Madagascar very few
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homes have access to edible water and the children
are often given the task to fetch this valuable liquid far
from home, what on the top of it is never for free as
the single drop has to be paid!
Subsequently to this first meeting we suggested to
the girls ready to volunteer to join us to several funds
raising actions for supporting under among water
related projects.
One team of girls accompanied by an educator came to
Ribeauvillé for selling oranges along with the Sisters
of the Divine Providence, who gave them a warm
welcome. Needless to say that our selling taskforce
was eye-catching with this contrast between the
thoughtlessness of the girls and the wisdom of the
Sisters.
The girls also organized an „Easter Bunnies“ sales as
well as a collection of second-hand clothes, which
were delivered at Rixheim.
This partnership has brought a new impetus and
could lead to new initiatives with another group of
girls.

Hubert Haller
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Salgueiro - Pernambuco

Brazil

Inauguration and handover of the management
of a nursery school to the local authorities
Sometimes I still believe it is a dream! No, it’s not!
On Saturday 1st of August my e-mails box was full of
messages of thanks and photos and the several long
phone conversations I had confirmed my believe that
our partner and organization were living an historic
event.

Children who could during the day enjoy
a peaceful time far from the unrest of
the favelas with its plagues like alcohol,
drugs, prostitution and paedophilia
plaque at the main gate of the building with the name
of the mayor as a remembrance of his commitment
was unveiled.

In fact a big opening party had been organized in the
Santa Margarida district for the reopening of the Nossa
Senhora do Perpetuo Socorro nursery school under the
management of the local authorities. A commemorative
p6

The accounts and messages of thanks were numerous,
especially from the mum’s who since 1987 could
entrust her children while working for making both
ends meet. Children who could during the day enjoy
a peaceful time far from the unrest of the favelas
with its plagues like alcohol, drugs, prostitution and
paedophilia, without forgetting the access to a proper
food, medical care and education for getting them on
the right track in their future life.
A very moving account was the one of Cicero de Jesus
Silva, the first child to be enrolled at the nursery school
and today Capoeira teacher, an example of all the
Terre des Hommes Alsace /// # 115 /// November 2015
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children who had the chance to go
to this structure.
Of course Padre Remi is happy and
proud of this handover after so
many years of fight for getting the
local authorities feel responsible and
also denouncing the corruption and
misappropriation of money foreseen
for the education.
Padre Remi is fully aware that this
handover should have happened
far earlier and will never forget
the relentless endeavours of our
association. He thanks me personally
for the support and the strong
and pointed speeches I hold at the

occasion of my visits on the field,
even if we had to quickly disappear
and keep us safe.
Anyway, we can all of us be satisfied
with this happy end and hope to
pass on the second nursery school to
the same authorities so that we can
put our focus on the street children.
The local elections will take place
in October 2016 with a new mayor
(in Brazil one can’t apply after two
subsequent electoral mandates,
what is the case) and I could well
return to Brazil in spring next year as
requested by Padre Remi.
To be followed up...
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Simon Rey
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haiti
Schools heading for self-sufficiency
The schooling revival program on the areas of Palmes and Delatte in the
region of Petit-Goâve started after the January 2010 earthquake. In this
area of the Bellevue Mountains the program has turned out to be very
challenging, all the more that this region was also badly affected by a strong
aftershock.

The Clermont school, which I visited end of 2014, was extended (see above on the left). The second building
with three classrooms at Philo (picture in the 114 issue) was completed in February.

School Buildings
Let’s summarize
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•

Built or completed within 2015:
6 new buildings with 20 classrooms improving the training conditions of approximately
1000 pupils

•

Under construction:
4 buildings with 15 classrooms.

•

Scheduled:
2 buildings with 7 classrooms.
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All-around Training
This implementation of buildings and hardware,
though essential, must not overshadow the tremendous work to be done at the human level for making
the program sustainable, a key goal for us. It goes
under among through an intensive training of all the
stakeholders. It starts with the training of the teachers
and headmasters by educational advisers and goes on
with the one of the local committees and the parents.
A big obstacle is still the breach of duty of the
Government: no subsidy has been paid since the last
quarter of the 2013-2014 school year. The previous
articles covered the content of the conducted training
sessions.

project...

Since May the pupils of the Dumas centre can enjoy a second building with 4 classrooms

This implementation (...) must not
overshadow the tremendous work
to be done at the human level for
making the program sustainable
The way is still long and tough but hope is at the end
of the road!
Text & photos: Inter-Aide / Antoine Steib

Classroom at the IMMOPA School in Palmes before the building of the new school

* Previous bulletins are available on our website: http://www.terredeshommes-alsace.com
Terre des Hommes Alsace /// # 115 /// November 2015
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South India

Kurinji Home
Since its opening in November 2014 in the Jawaddhu
Hills tribal area the Kurinji home has well developed
hosting to date 14 girls. They all came from very poor
families, most of them being orphans or semi-orphans
being left on their own by the foster families.
To abide by a new way of life with a given timetable
is sometimes difficult. Every morning wake-up, getting
ready washing and dressing, breakfast and departure
to school with no means to escape or argue for staying
at home. In the evening homework have to be done.
Though most of the girls are trouble-free, some are
facing difficulties and wish to return where they came
from. The management team reluctantly left
a girl returned to her family after the school
holyday: Suhmita (9 years) kept crying upon
her return to Kurinji and after discussion it
was eventually decided to let her go. It also
happened that a girl ran away and got brought
back by her uncle. In this case it turned out
that the girl’s aunt had asked her to return
home because she was pregnant and wanted
Mageshwari to look after the household.
Thankfully this type of situations is very rare.
By joining this home the girls have the
guarantee that their future life will be better
p10

and some of them are aware of the chance they have.
The education remains the best mean for making its
way and not falling into all the traps. In this region
the trafficking of children is a plague and the only way
to fight against it goes through the awareness of the
parents and the education of the children.
Each child aware of his/her rights is a life saved!
The goal of Terre des Hommes Core is to find the
quickest ways to approach and inform as many
people as possible in order to eradicate this dreadful
trafficking.
Tania Besonnet
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When natural disaster strikes again!
On the 18th September 2011 the earth shook in
Sikkim in North India with tremors at a magnitude of
6.9 felt as far as in Nepal and Bhoutan. It happened
again in April this year with a dreadful earthquake with
a magnitude of 7.8 in Nepal, this time with several
severe aftershocks at a magnitude above 7, strongly
felt in North India.

the safety of the building is
again at stake and if nothing
is undertaken the situation can
only worsen
It is exactly in this
part of the country
that Terre des
Hommes
Alsace
sponsors
the
Nirmala Nivas home
situated on the
Bakuabari site. As a
reminder, this home
shelters disabled
children, who can
receive appropriate
care
such
as
physiotherapy. Like
in 2011 (see the article of Tania in the bulletin 107
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dated November 2011), the structure of the building
has been weakened with the formation of many cracks.
Thankfully, only material damages have to be reported.
However, the safety of the building is again at stake and
if nothing is undertaken the situation can only worsen,
putting the safety of the children and « didis » at risk.
Our partner has immediately tackled the matter
by obtaining an offer from an engineering
company to renovating the building structure.
The bill will amount to Rs. 336'592, meaning
approximately € 4'500. The local government
will be approached with the hope to be awarded
with an extraordinary subsidy, what is not given
as granted. Dear readers and friends of Terre
des Hommes Alsace, any help from you would
be welcomed!

project...

North India

Gérard Romeder
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To ask its partner to downsize
the ASRN program and match the
number of children, employees,
the costs of food and so on with the
new budget is an easy task as long
as you are in France sitting at the
front of your computer.
I just have to take my pocket
calculator, capture everything in a
nice Excel sheet and send it in the
blink of an eye.

A pilot project
in Madagascar
It is another story when I am facing the children for whom
the Centre is the only hope. At their home, no meals, no
electricity in their small huts where they share the 5 or 6
square metres with the parents, brothers and sisters.
The exchanges I had with Dr. Joro, the local person
in charge of the program, enabled us to elaborate an
innovative project for matching the number of children
with the budget constraints.

At their home, no meals, no
electricity in their small huts
where they share the 5 or 6
square metres with the parents,
brothers and sisters
The team has selected two « pilot families » for putting in
place a « credit based approach ». The first family consists
of 5 persons: the parents 49 and 50 years old and three
boys 14, 12 and 4 years old. They live in a tiny hut of less
than 6 square metres deprived of water and electricity.
The mother sells groundnuts on the street whereas the
father works on the morning as gardener, what enables
them to generate a monthly income of 26 Euros.
We went through their expenditures: 7 Euros for rent, 1
Euro for edible water, 4.5 Euros for candles, 25 Euros for
food and fuel.
The children currently beneficiate from the centre with
the scholarship and medical care covered by Partage et
Solidarité and the food by TDHA.
p12

Docteur JORO responsable du centre

project...

Madagascar

The maths are quickly done: incomes of 26 Euros and
expenses of 37.50 Euros. Every month after allowing for
the hut rent (a first priority to avoid expulsion) 19 Euros
are left, meaning the family as no choice but saving on
the food. The purpose of the project is to develop a more
profitable commercial activity to reach a monthly income
of 70 Euros, an amount which would enable them to feed
the children without the help of the centre and react in
case of unexpected events.
Both would keep their current jobs with the mother
looking after the sales of dried fish (a non-perishable food)
and banana, a fruit sold as such or upgraded in fritters.
The father would help her in the afternoon by searching
for customers for the dried fish.
To help them the centre would keep providing the children
scholarship and medical care for the first year.
The centre will support the acquisition of the equipment
and products and a social worker closely follow the work
of the parents. The sales figures will be reviewed every
week and the parents properly educated on the difference
between « sales » and « earnings ».
The families were not chosen at random and several
attributes were considered for the selection, especially
the regular attendance and school results of the children.
The parents are given one year for getting out of misery
thanks to this financial boost.
For the time being it is an experience which will be
reviewed after one year.

Brigitte Flammen
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Layette for

I « knitted » an article in the previous issue of the
bulletin for the sake of collecting knits for babies of the
Fianarantsoa paediatric hospital.
To say the least my call was well received. In 2014
I managed to bring with me a huge suitcase full of
knits, in 2015 I have enough for stuffing 4 pieces.
The knits arrive from everywhere:
Masevaux, Rixheim, Zillisheim,
Rouffach, Sierentz, Saint Louis,
Durmenach,
even Toulon.
I apologize if I have forgotten
a team but I am still touched by
such a wave of generosity.
The clothes are meant for the premature babies and
each mum will be given enough knits for protecting the
babies from the cold.

Terre des Hommes Alsace /// N°115
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Madagascar

It may sound strange to talk about cold in Madagascar
but the town of Fianarantsoa is located at 1200 meters
above sea level and even if the temperatures are
generally mild during winter time the thermometer
can go down to 6°C, what can be fatal for frail babies.
The knits for older children which
I also collected will be given to the
Antananarivo centre and you can
be ascertain that they will make
the children happy.
Upon my return I shall not fail to
share photos I made, what for sure
will bring a lot of joy.
Brigitte Flammen
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Madagascar

A 40 years
partnership
in Madagascar

Sister Suzanne Barbot
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born on 31st January 1927 in Normandy
Medical study in Caen
Noviciate in 1962
Move to Madagascar in 1964
1965 Start of the paediatric consultations at Fianarantsoa
1974 Chief Doctor of the Paediatric hospital of Fianarantsoa
1989 Welcoming Speech for the pope Jean-Paul 2 at the
Fianarantsoa church

51 years spent at Madagascar. 51 years of relentless work for
the care of the poorest.
p14
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It is a long and beautiful story between Sister Suzanne
Barbot and Terre des Hommes Alsace.
It started in 1972 at the occasion of a General Assembly
of Terre des Hommes Alsace lead at this time by Mr
Bollinger and where Sister Suzanne gave a testimony.
Mrs and Mr Lemblé from Thann were both
strongly impressed by the personality of Sister
Barbot as well as by her commitment towards
the children of Madagascar.
The couple regularly hosted Sister Suzanne
during her trips in France. They also organized
the shipments of medicines, food and
equipment to Fianarantsoa to support to the
best they could the work done there.
Since then the parcels keep arriving despite the
age and the related difficulties.
After a meeting with Danielle Tourtois, the Head of
Terre des Hommes Alsace in 1983, the collaboration
really took off.
Until 2001 the medicines were shipped by liners under
the supervision of Antoine Steib, at this time the
person in charge of the projects at Madagascar. After
2001 TDHA provided a financial support for it became
possible to buy the medicines locally.
In parallel TDHA sponsored several projects of Sister
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Suzanne related to children like the prevention of
malnourishment, the handling of disabled children,
and the vocational training of teenage girls.
Antoine travelled to Madagascar in 1998 and 2003 for
assessing the merit of our help.

After a meeting with Danielle
Tourtois, the Head of Terre
des Hommes Alsace in 1983, the
collaboration really took off
I took over in 2005 and since have been enjoying to
follow the work of Sister Suzanne at Fianarantsoa.
I met with Sister Suzanne last September in Paris,
where she has to come every year for medical
examination. She has a deal with the Lord stating that
she is available for pursuing her mission at Madagascar,
but it is obviously the Lord’s decision.
I do hope I can still meet this outstanding woman for a
long time at the occasion of my trips to Fianarantsoa.
Brigitte Flammen
p15
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Peru

Folklore péruvien

Visit to our peruvian partners
September - October 2015
Four years have gone since our last visit and a trip was
scheduled for 2015 for assessing again our three partners
(the Misericodia orphanage at Puente Piedra, the soupkitchens in Lima South and the Providencia orphanage at
Abancay) and seeing how they had progressed since our
last visit. Simon Rey, his wife Fabienne, Danielle Grumet
joined me for this trip. I shall report in this issue on our
visit to Misericordia.

The orphanage and its
infrastructures
The infrastructure consists of about 15 buildings
(dormitories, canteens, kitchens, libraries…) on a fully
fenced land of 7.5 ha. As a matter of fact the whole is
organized in 4 clusters:
• The buildings hosting the Sisters, administration and

The orphanage of Notre
Dame de Misecicordia
We landed at Lima airport after a 12 hours flight and were
welcomed by the Sisters Alejandrina and Ophélia, the
best way to forget the rigours of the journey. After a one
hour drive we were welcomed again by the songs of the
children, who were on this occasion allowed to go to bed
later.
Réfectoire,dortoir et salle de cours d'un des groupe d'enfants
p16
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services
The building for the children
The school buildings
The buildings dedicated to the soup-kitchen

The organisation and
operation of the complex
The orphanage currently hosts 90 children
aged from 5 to 18, orphans at risk or coming from the
Amazonian area, where schooling and support of children
do not really exist.
All activities are managed by 5 Sisters under the
responsibility of Sister Aledjandrina. Each of them
dedicated to a task: looking after a group of children
(they are grouped by age) or the kitchen, the external
canteen … The only full-time employee is a multi-task
man (driver, repair, maintenance…), the few others being
there part-time. Such a lean team makes the involvement
of the older children compulsory (e.g. at the kitchen or for
looking after the younger ones) and asks for a seamless
organization, what is the case indeed.

Thanks to all of you, our
generous donors of Terre des
Hommes Alsace, children can
find again the joy of living
and her coordinator have no choice but examining each
case and selecting the most serious ones. Terre des
Hommes Alsace sponsors the program by covering all the
cost of food.
In conclusion, we have seen happy children, a dedicated
team and a clean and well maintained infrastructure.
Thanks to all of you, our generous donors of Terre des
Hommes Alsace, children can find again the joy of living.
Jean-Jacques Kieffer

project...

•
•
•

Financial management
To manage such a structure is a challenging task.
The revenues are coming from different charity
organisations with Terre des Hommes at the
forefront, donations from private individuals and
proceeds from events (e.g. raffle) organized by the
orphanage. The cash is tight with very little leeway
for non-budgeted items. Quite recently they had to
sell one pig (the orphanage breeds around 10 pigs)
to cover the costs associated with the purchase of
fire extinguishers in order to match the new safety
regulation.

Adults training

Réalité du bidonville

In parallel with the activities dedicated to the children
vocational training sessions are organized for the mothers
(knitting, cooking …) in order for them to be in a position
to generate some small incomes.

The soup-kitchen of
Misericordia
This canteen targets the poorest children from
the surrounding slums, except those being at the
orphanage. It is managed by Sister Ruth with the
help of several mothers, one of them coordinating
the team. This structure hosts 120 children, who
can get a hot meal at least 5 days every week.
The preparation of the meals is made by voluntary
mothers. The demand is so high that Sister Ruth
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Préparation des repas à la cantine
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Vietnam

Maison Chance invited to the Nyon Paléo Festival (Switzerland)
This festival offers a wide
selection of concerts and
this year Johnny Halliday
was one of the guest stars.
Aware of its social
responsibility, the Paléo
festival is committed to
support different social
and charity organisations.
Every year a booth is made available for two associations,
what enable them to raise the awareness of the attendees
towards their actions and causes they are fighting for.
In 2015 Maison Chance (MC), a NGO founded by Tim Aline
which we support since its inception (home and training
centre), was selected. The main representatives of the
association were present as well as Simon and myself, who
were invited by MC to attend a classical music concert in
a private box followed by a small party in honour of the
association. Everything was organized and offered by the
festival committee. It was the occasion to meet our main
Vietnamese partners
(Anne-Laure
and
Duy), much to our
regret Tim could not
attend for reasons of
health. At the booth
MC sold traditional
handycrafts made at
the special workshops
of the Envol Centre.
Our association was

the best customer and thanks to it you will find many
of them at our forthcoming events (animals, Tim Aline’s
book, magic dragonflies,). Should you take the initiative
to organize sales for Terre des Hommes Alsace, don’t
hesitate to contact us.

The start of the school
Last September and October the school started in the
Cantho and Ho Chi Minh district and the financial support
of our association enabled the supply of stationery and
school uniforms, something compulsory in Vietnam, to
children coming from underprivileged families. The supply
of rice bags and foods started again at Cantho. The 20 girls
of Soctrang are back to the boarding school. The hospital
doctors have conducted a free of charge medical and eyes
check-up of all the pupils, beneficiaries and employees
of Maison Chance. Thanks to our action, the children can
attend the school in the best conditions…..
Emmanuel Lassiat

Paléo
p18

Controle vue
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Sénégal
A canteen… in figures
When you read those lines, the school will have
started at Gamadji, where we sponsor the canteen.
This program has started in 2006 and was
discontinued in 2009 during one year after the
departure of our Senegalese partner and the
person in charge at TDHA.
We resumed our support after a visit I made for
meeting with my partner M.SARR and conducting
an assessment.
I reported in previous issues on our projects
around the canteen and the benefit on the school
attendance and school results.
This time I decided to make you aware of our
work in Senegal through a set of self-explanatory
figures.

Our yearly budget for this project amounts to 16000€. It can be broken
down as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food : purchase of foodstuff and ingredients: 			
Wages : housekeeper, guardian, gardener, cooks party:
Fuel, seeds, insecticides, fertilizers, water, ploughing: 		
IT and administration: 						
Kitchen hardware: 						
Utilities: 								

The school year counts 35 weeks of 5 days each, what
makes 175 working days. With 450 children eating
every day we deal with 78750 days/children and thus
spend in average 0.20 euro per day and per children.
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11662€
1715€
1715€
482€
475€
638€

A new assessment visit is scheduled for February 2016.
Danièle Grumet, Secretary and Vice President of TDHA,
will join me.
Jacky Flammen
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Share your happiness,
sponsor a child!

Terre des Hommes alsace
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Each donation given to Terre des Hommes Alsace entitles to a tax-refund equivalent to 66% according to the
general Code for taxation.
So a donation of 50 € costs you only 17 €!
 I wish to sponsor a child and pledge to pay……………€
(minimum 20€) as follows :
 Monthly
 3 monthly
 6 monthly
 Here my choice of the country I wish to sponsor a child:

 yearly

 Angola
 Haïti
 Madagascar
 Brazil
 India
 Peru
 I do not wish to sponsor but wish to support your actions:

 Senegal
 Vietnam

I send you a donation of………….……….....€ (by check, money order)
Name, Firstname :..............................................................................................

Stub to send back to
Terre des Hommes Alsace - 3 rue des prés 68170 Rixheim - tel : +33 3 89 70 17 35
Email : tdh.alsace@wanadoo.fr - site: www.terredeshommes-alsace.com
CCM du Vieil Armand UFFHOLTZ - SIRET 803 290 428 00017

